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Li ttl e Red Hood
By Marjolaine Leray, Sarah Ardizzone

Phoenix Yard Books. Hardback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Little Red Hood, Marjolaine
Leray, Sarah Ardizzone, She started life as a little red scribble and then, there she was: a little red
hood. The wolf is still big and bad, . Little Red Hood cunningly tricks her predator into his demise:
this is one savvy little red scrawl with her head screwed on. Edgy, stylish and very funny, this book
retells the famous story in an unexpected way. REVIEWS: "Leray's startling, pared-down scenes
show what drama can be achieved with one red crayon, a little black ink and immense style. It's
totally brilliant." -- THE TIMES. "Someone is always going to come out badly in any version of the
classic story of how a little girl in a red hood fares against a big bad wolf. This time, the action
never reaches the grandmother so the tension - vividly illustrated in sketchy line drawings - is
between the wolf and the fierce but insouciant little girl. The familiar phrases of big ears and big
teeth are bandied between the two before the dramatic final showdown. An elegant and
sophisticated tease of a book." -- THE GUARDIAN. "This is *the* most...
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Reviews
The book is great and fantastic. it had been writtern extremely perfectly and valuable. I am very happy to let you know that here is the finest pdf i have
read through within my own life and can be he very best book for actually.
-- Miss Rossie Fa y
The ideal ebook i possibly go through. It generally does not cost an excessive amount of. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult to leave it
before concluding.
-- Vincenz a Ha nd
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